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1 Introduction
Multiple object tracking (MOT) is a mid-level

task in computer vision, it aims to locate multi-
ple objects in the input video, and maintain their
identities and trajectories. Existing methods are
hard to track objects during occlusion, due to the
tracker easily lost occluded object parts. At early
stage of research we focus on pedestrian track-
ing. In this research, we try to solve the occlu-
sion issue with a novel separated structure, which
is based on deep learning method. We separate
the occlusion scene into foreground and occluded
parts, and pursue the former part by an ordinary
tracker and the later part by a novel detector,
which is trained on occluded images, therefore
more robust to occlusion. The validation experi-
ment demonstrated the proposed strategy.

2 Related Work
There are various strategies for handling occlu-

sion issue in MOT [1].

(1) Part-to-whole: Assuming that part of the
object is still visible during occlusion, this
method divides the object into grids and finds
the correspondences between these parts.

(2) Hypothesize-and-test: This method gener-
ates occlusion hypotheses based on occlud-
able pair of observations, and tests the hy-
potheses according to observations at hand.

(3) Buffer-and-recover: This method buffers the
state of objects before occlusion, and recovers
the states after occlusion based on buffer.

Many works based on above strategies have
been proposed. Recently, the deep learning based
methods significantly improved the MOT perfor-
mance. These methods employed CNN based de-
tectors to explore pedestrians in each frame, and
then find correspondences between them. They
handled the occlusion issue by “Part-to-whole”
strategy, but didn’t work very well.

3 Proposal
We propose a novel separated structure based

approach to solve the occlusion issue.

Fig. 1 The flowchart of proposed method.

The assumption of the scenario is: At the be-
ginning there are only complete pedestrians in
the frame, they move to each other and the be-
hind one is occluded, then they keep moving and
exchange their positions. Figure 1 illustrates the
procedure of the proposed method.

(1) The complete pedestrians are extracted by
existing detector in each frame. The detector
indicates which pixel is pedestrian region.

(2) The visible ratio V Ri(x) of pedestrian x is
calculated as:

V Ri(x) =
Si(x)

Smax(x)
(1)

where Si(x) is visible area (pixels) of pedes-
trian x in frame i, and Smax(x) is the max
area of the pedestrian x in frame 1, where the
pedestrians are not occluded. At the start
stage of occlusion, the existing detector still
could find slightly occluded pedestrian.

(3) The occlusion scene is separated into fore-
ground and occluded parts by experimen-
tally determined threshold θ for variation of
V Ri(x):

if |V Ri(x)− V R1(x)| < θ
then foreground
else occluded

(2)

In occluded scene, the front pedestrian is
“foreground”, the back pedestrian is “oc-
cluded part”.
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(4a) The “foreground” is pursued by existing de-
tectors, owing to the sufficient ability for
completed objects.

(4b) The novel occlusion-robust detector is ap-
plied to “occluded part” when existing
tracker failed to pursue.

(5) Finally, the correspondence of both parts is
calculated to acquire the trajectories.

The main contribution of this research is the
attempt of utilizing occluded images for training
of CNN based detector in step (4b). In the exist-
ing image data sets used for CNN training, such
as ImageNet, the target objects are mostly com-
pleted ones, there are rarely occluded objects,
which leads to the sensitivity of occlusion for de-
tectors. This fact due to the laborious annotation
of images, and enormous cost of manual work. In
this research, we try to automatically synthesize
the pedestrians to overcome the lack of data.

4 Experiment
The practical detector is trained on large scale

data sets, it consists of two parts: (1) Provide
position of pedestrian and (2) Classify occlusion
state (complete/occluded) of them. Due to lack
of data, it’s hard to evaluate our idea by detector,
we evaluated the idea by a simple occlusion state
classifier on small-scale data set [2] .

4.1 Synthesis of occluded images

The data set contains three parts: Original
pedestrian image, label of the pedestrian posi-
tions, and masks showing the pedestrian region.
Figure 2 shows example of data set.

Fig. 2 Example of data set.

We extracted the individual pedestrians, and
moved two pedestrians to each other on horizon-
tal directions to synthesize occlusion scenes. We
simplified the situation because the actual occlu-
sion scene may contain complex movements and
various amount of pedestrians. Figure 3 shows
the synthesis process of occluded images.

4.2 Experiment setting

We evaluated the proposed strategy on synthe-
sized data set. We tuned a ResNet [3] based clas-
sifier and trained it on two data sets: (1) Origi-

Fig. 3 Synthesis of occluded images.

nal complete images (156 images), and (2) 4104
synthesized images which generated from original
images, 3604 for training, and 500 for test.

4.3 Result and Analysis

We compared the two classifiers on the 500 oc-
cluded synthesized images, The result is shown
in Table 1.

Table. 1 Experiment result

Classifier Accuracy

(1) trained with 156 comp. images 0.957
(2) trained with 3604 syn. images 0.981

Here the accuracy is how much occluded im-
ages were correctly classified. The result demon-
strated that the classifier will improve the accu-
racy for occluded scene by using more occluded
images for training.

5 Conclusion
In this research, we proposed a novel sepa-

rated structure for MOT, which divides the oc-
clusion into foreground and occluded part, and
pursues the later part by a new detector which
is trained on occluded images. We verified our
idea on small scale data set, the experiment re-
sult demonstrated it.
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